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1 Introduction

Security policies may dictate specific security-related behaviours which employ-
ees are expected to adopt. There are challenges in guaranteeing that behaviours
are changed successfully [9]. Declaring a behaviour in a security policy is not an
assurance that the behaviour will happen. Employees may not see how policy
applies to them, find it difficult to follow, or regard policy expectations as unreal-
istic [6]. Security managers must have a strategy for how to provision for security,
provide workable policy, and support user needs. The strategy includes knowing
which data to collect, and a capability to anticipate the effects of provisioning
decisions.

We present a framework [4], built on a consolidation of traditional and be-
havioural economics principles, with the goal: to Better support for ‘good enough’
security-related decisions, by individuals within an organization, that best approx-
imate secure behaviours under constraints, such as limited time or knowledge.
This requires us to identify the factors affecting security behaviours, where these
should be considered by an organization to inform policy design. Within this is
a need to support the identification of provisioning requirements, and describe
expectations of users.

2 Applying economics to organizational security

In traditional economics, a decision-making structure assumes a rational agent
[10]. A rational agent has the capabilities and resources to make the decision
which will be most beneficial for them. The agent knows all possible choices,
and is assumed to have complete information when evaluating those choices, as
well as a detailed analysis of probability, costs, gains, and losses [10].

Behavioural economics refers to the concept of bounded rationality, where an
agent’s rationality is bounded due to cognitive limitations and time restrictions.
The bounded agent turns instead to ‘rules of thumb’ and makes ad hoc decisions
based on a quick evaluation of perceived probability, costs, gains, and losses [5,
10].
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Table 1 outlines the differences between the decision-making process of a
rational agent and a bounded agent. Given the increasing adoption of behaviour
change programmes for security, it is by considering these principles that we
explore more constructive decision-support in organizations.

Research has advocated influencing security and privacy behaviours through
the application of nudge theory (e.g., [1]). Redmiles et al. [8] effectively advocate
for identifying and presenting options which are optimal for the decision-maker.
Morisset et al. [7] present a model of ‘soft enforcement’, where the influencer
(security function) edits the choices available to a decision-maker (employees)
toward removing bad choices. We explore where there are ‘gaps’ in capabilities,
and where the range of behaviour choices is in effect a negotiation between the
two parties.

Table 1. Rationality vs. bounded rationality in decision-making.

Traditional economics Behavioural economics

RATIONAL AGENT BOUNDED AGENT

- detailed evaluation of costs, gains,
and losses

- complete information
- careful calculation of potential

investment

↓
chosen outcome

↓
optimal decision

- brief consideration of perceived costs,
gains, and losses

- incomplete information
- insufficient skills, knowledge, or time
- quick evaluation of risks driven by

loss aversion

↓
decision fatigue

↓
satisfactory decision

3 A framework for security choices

We advocate support for bounded security decision-making. This also acts to
distance this approach from any ambiguous conflation of concepts from tradi-
tional and behavioural economics. Specifically, we wish to avoid the existing
tendency to apply behavioural intervention concepts to security while planning
interventions in a way that implies a rational agent.

We adapt the security investment model developed by Caulfield and Pym [3],
towards supporting the decision-maker to choose ‘good enough’ behaviours under
constraints on knowledge and resources. The focal point in this model is the
decision-point of the agent (the decision-maker), incorporating elements of the
decision-making process which inform the decision. It is here where we reconcile
elements of behavioural economics, and the limited awareness of available choices
provided by the organization (the influencer).
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Fig. 1. A decision point in a decision-maker’s process bounded security decision-making
(adapting elements from Caulfield and Pym [3]).

Figure 1 illustrates the components and processes to consider at policy design.
Influencer refers to the security policy-maker in the organization, and decision-
maker (DM) the bounded agent (the employee). There is an interplay between
Process, Decision-maker preferences, alongside choices and decisions. The frame-
work would be instantiated as in Figure 2.

4 Future directions

To inform building of secure, effective policy choices (as in Figure 2, security
modelling can begin to forecast the impact of specific investment decisions by
the influencer. Information that represents employees’ perspectives of security
should be incorporated into agent-based models configured according to the
principles of bounded security decision-making. This will inform the viability of
new controls.

Models have the potential to support regular improvements to security be-
haviour support. This can include monitoring of security diets, wherein the
perceived occurrence and costs of regular security behaviours are documented
(for instance where they occur in a typical working day). These costs can then
be considered against other expectations and policies from elsewhere in the or-
ganization. Combinations of distinct behaviour choices can also be defined and
considered by both sides in negotiating a solution for security policy concor-
dance [2], leveraging the co-developed choice architecture.
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Fig. 2. Framework components map to model and data-gathering components.
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